Abstract. This paper focus on the phase offset estimation algorithm in FSO system. The Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm is employed. The simulation result in time invariant channel and strong turbulence atmosphere channel is given. The improved method is discussed too.
Introduction
Free space optical (FSO) communication system provides higher transmission speed, higher security, and less power consumption than the microwave communication system [1] . The FSO system can be used in the link between satellite to satellite, satellite to earth, and ground to ground. The atmosphere channel is a main disadvantage to the FSO system, except the satellite to satellite link. The optical signal arriving at the receiver is always weak as a result of the beam propagating and absorbing of the particles in the atmosphere. The signal power fluctuation and wavefront distortion by the atmosphere turbulence is serious to the FSO system. The sensitivity of the coherent detection in the receiver is higher than the directed detection and can be used in the receiver taking advantage of the amplification of the local laser [1, 2] . There are two ways of realizing the coherent reception. One is controlling frequency and phase of the local laser precisely to keep synchronization with signal by optical PLL [3] . Another way is utilizing the digital signal processing technology to estimate and compensate the frequency offset and phase offset between the local laser and the signal [4, 5] .
In this paper, the DSP method is employed to estimate the phase offset between the local laser and the signal.
Model and Phase Offset Estimation Algorithm
(1) The model of the phase offset
The phase offset between the signal and the local laser can be considered as a Winner process, and it can be expressed as
is the phase offset in the time k, and g( ) k is a random variable with zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The variance of g( ) k is
f is the equivalent linewidth of the laser and s R is the symbol transmission rate. (2) The phase offset estimation algorithm In this paper, the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm [6] is employed. This algorithm can be used in fiber communication system in which the SNR is higher than the FSO system. To overcome the noise, a mean filter is combined with the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm.
A receiving QPSK symbol is 
To overcome the noise, a mean filter is employed as 
The average phase offset is
Simulation Experiments
(1) The simulation in time invariant channel The Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm used in invariant channel can lead to effective performance. The curve in Figure 1 is the phase offset tracking curve. The variance of the g( ) k in (2) is set to be 0.00000628, and the SNR is set to be 15 db. The order of the mean filter in (7)is 10. Most of the estimation error is within 0.1 rad. In order to evaluate the performance of Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm in time invariant channel with different SNR, the simulation result expressed in Figure 2 is given. If the SNR is more than 8db, the estimation error can get below 0.1 rad. This SNR is easily to reach in fiber communication system. (2) The simulation in strong turbulence atmosphere channel The atmosphere channel is typically time variant and the optical power at the receiver fluctuates seriously especially with strong turbulence. Figure 3 is the scintillation curve at the receiver which is equivalent to the channel gain. The data derive from the ground station of the quantum communication experiment satellite located in Xinjiang of China. And these data are collected from the 20 km horizontal link with strong turbulence. In Figure 3 , the data is normalized. The time slot of t axis is 0.02 ms. The phase offset tracking curve in Figure 4 shows the performance of Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm with strong turbulence and the mean SNR is 35db. The mean SNR is defined as the ratio of the mean signal energy to the noise energy. In engineering, the 35 db SNR is difficult to reach. However, the tracking performance is not better than the performance showed in Figure 1 . 
Discussion and Future Work
The mean SNR with strong turbulence is higher than the SNR in time invariant channel, but the phase offset tracking performance is not better. This is caused by the large number of extremely low SNR symbols in atmosphere channel. To solve this problem, two methods can be selected. The one is taking advantage of reliable filtering algorithm such as Kalman filtering method. The other one is employing the diversity receiving method.
